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Global Partnership Checklist

This checklist includes all the steps addressed in The Global Education Guidebook in an effort to 
help you maintain practicality about what you can undertake and maintain organization as you 
progress.

1. Ground your goals in global competency.

 £ Complete the reproducible “Global Graduate for a VUCA World Activity” with 
colleagues to envision what your students need for the VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, 
complexity, and ambiguity) world they’ll graduate into.

 £ Review the global competency frameworks and decide on two or three benchmarks 
you would like to make intentional, explicit learning goals for your students.

 £ Align your global competency benchmarks with the most appropriate pedagogical 
or instructional framework.

2. Make initial, flexible choices about your partnership’s potential focus and design.

 £ Decide on the following: 

 £ Possible academic learning goals 

 £ A partnership topic or focus based on where a humanizing element would be 
most helpful

 £ How you might dig beneath the Fs (food, flags, festivals, and fashion) to deeper 
cultural and identity elements

 £ How much time you can put into your partnership so that your choices (such 
as whether to find your own partner or join an existing program) reflect the 
amount of time you can invest

 £ Your partnership’s potential length and timing

 £ The region you would like to partner with, topic, and curricular relevance. 
(Consider challenges around time zones, school year calendars, and the 
importance of synchronous [live] communication.)

 £ Partnership design—exchange, collaboration, co-creation, or nonschool 
partnership—you feel is most appropriate and manageable given the global 
competencies you hope to foster. (Consider the project examples most 
relevant to your discipline and grade level to generate ideas and complete the 
“Brainstorming Global Speakers” reproducible to start the networking process 
to find nonschool partners.)

 £ Any non-negotiables in a partnership

 £ Initial priorities around technological platforms

 £ Complete the “Partnership Readiness” reproducible to assess broader community 
readiness for global partnerships, completing only the portions you can assess 
without your partner teacher’s input.

3. Look for a partner through an existing program or find a partner on your own.

 £ Explore the various existing partnership programs, looking for specific projects that 
connect to your curricular topics and standards.

 £ Complete the “Partnership Idea Generation” reproducible to home in on key topics 
and approaches for your discipline and grade level.

 £ Consider the strategies for finding your own partner, and decide whether you will 
join an existing project or find your own partner.
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 £ If you decide to find your own partner, complete the “Outreach Planning for Finding 
Partners” reproducible.

4. Begin communicating with your partner teacher and identify the best technologies 
for consistent communication.

 £ Arrange translation and other world language supports as needed.

 £ Focus on getting to know each other first; build trust and simple communication 
strategies.

 £ Address logistical concerns—decide on technologies, discuss timing needs and 
challenges, set up your next meeting, and so on.

 £ Communicate consistently. Establish norms around who will always be copied with 
emails and best modes of communication.

 £ Decide, as soon as possible, how to connect students for their first encounter.

 £ Explore the curricular elements of the “Partnership Readiness” reproducible together, 
asking lots of questions and building initial partnership ideas together.

 £ Complete the “Technological Needs Assessment” reproducible with your partner to 
choose the best technologies for synchronous and offline communication, testing as 
needed to ensure they work for all involved.

 £ Develop plans for synchronous technologies, considering local partners who 
can help ensure a good connection.

 £ Develop plans for asynchronous technologies, considering the best options for 
engaging students and developing effective dialogue. 

 £ As routines develop, give students more responsibility for the communication and 
help them develop comfort and dialogue during live interactions.

5. Recognize and avoid equity pitfalls that can hurt your partnership.

 £ Read through the equity pitfalls carefully and reflect on the warning signs.

 £ Complete the “Striving for Equity in Global Partnerships” reproducible to try to build 
your partnership on equitable foundations.

 £ Involve your students in ensuring that the partnership is equitable, recruiting them to 
help notice and correct deficit mindsets as they emerge.

6. Work on the following if your partnership will include potentially charged or contro-
versial topics.

 £ Complete the “Community Readiness and Preparation for Controversial Partnerships” 
reproducible to get a sense of potential resistance or concern.

 £ Get administrative buy-in to support your efforts.

 £ Plan messaging to parents, administrators, board members, and students.

 £ Identify key allies and develop plans for how they might support your efforts.

 £ Identify any ideological lines you may have to manage carefully because of your 
school’s demographics, and consider how potential opponents might be turned into 
partnership assets.
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7. Assess growth—ideally before, during, and after the partnership.

 £ Develop assessment plans for measuring students’ global competency growth 
throughout the partnership.

 £ Identify look-fors and listen-fors and build a rubric for your partnership.

 £ Use the “Partnership Evaluation and Reflection” reproducible to assess the global 
partnership’s effectiveness, reflecting on success with students, partners, and other 
stakeholders.

 £ Work with your partner teacher to identify remediations to the partnership you will 
make the following year.

 £ Run a broader global program evaluation to help grow global education beyond your 
classroom.

8. Develop broader global programming at your school.

 £ Understand your community so that new programming meets members  
where they are.

 £ Build global education teams and ensure stakeholders have global learning 
experiences.

 £ Increase your building’s global aesthetics, particularly globally oriented student work 
displays.

 £ Use schoolwide events to engage the broader community in global learning.

 £ Develop strategies for professional development and growth among colleagues, 
including professional development travel and conferences.

 £ Use the “Essential and Practical Questions for Global Educators” reproducible during 
faculty meetings or professional development sessions to encourage reflection on 
and growth around global competency.

 £ Initiate district and policy changes to support global learning.

 £ Look at existing student travel programs and find ways to deepen the immersive, 
humanizing nature of students’ international experiences.

 £ Understand the impact of global partnerships on partner communities.

 £ Foster a constructive worldview across your community.

Gerras, S. J. (Ed.). (2010). Strategic leadership primer (3rd ed.). Carlisle, PA: United States Army War College, Department of 
Command, Leadership, and Management. Accessed at http://docplayer.net/9940589-Strategic-leadership-primer-3rd-edition.
html on May 8, 2017.
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